The

Bodmin Flyer
All fall down
By Howard Fawkes
At last! A*er seven months of staring at the
burnt-out gable end of Hangar 3, it’s ﬁnally
disappeared from the scene and we can move
ahead with the rebuilding.
Gilpins the demoliCon contractors have done an
excellent job, cuFng the walls cleanly and
removing every trace of the ﬁre-damaged part of
the hangar. We have arranged a meeCng for
early in June to discuss the construcCon of the
parCCon wall to allow us to make use of the
front half of the hangar, which was not damaged
by the ﬁre.
Before the wall can be built we have to organise
the cleaning of the inside of the roof, which is
thickly caked with soot and must be
comprehensively scoured before the hangar can
be used for the storage of aircra*. This is not as
simple as it looks and may be a job for specialist
contractors with the right high-pressure cleaning
equipment.
Once the front half of the hangar is back in use
we will move ahead with the reconstrucCon of
the rear half. There are several ideas about how
we can make best use of the space, and
decisions are expected in the next couple of
weeks. While the plans are being discussed,
we’re making preliminary moves to ﬁnd out
about any planning permission we may need. I
hope to be able to present some plans in the
next newsleNer, but it may take a liNle longer.
Dealing with mulCple contractors, structural and
building regulaCons experts and local authority
bureaucrats as well as loss adjustors can be
frustraCng and Cme-consuming, but the
demoliCon of the damaged skeleton is visual
proof of the progress we are making. We’re sCll
not able to esCmate when we’ll be back to
normal, though.

Now you see it…

…now you don’t. CFI approves
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Progress on
all fronts…
(…but we’ve got to
watch the pennies)

fuel bowser, a stroke of luck happened earlier this
month… I was aimlessly ﬂicking through Facebook
when an ad for an Avgas bowser popped up! I’ve been
looking for more than two years! I immediately
messaged the seller, who had acquired three bowsers
in an MoD sale, and placed a deposit. A long drive to
my home town of Stoke-on-Trent followed, and I
towed it back the following day. It is constructed from

By Darren Fern
Summer really feels like it’s arrived! The Ladies Day
event was a triumph, as was Stearman ﬂying, and just
a few days ago, TopNav. Howard has already noted
the compleCon of the demoliCon works on Hangar 3,
and we are now planning the resurrecCon of the
building. Although we are ﬁnancially secure at the
moment, the ﬁnancial situaCon faced by all of us isn’t
as easy as it was, and we don’t want to add to the
burden unless it’s absolutely essenCal. Fuel has gone
up enormously, and sooner or later we won’t be able
to absorb the costs, and prices will have to increase.
We would love to keep the Portakabins, as they are a
far beNer environment to work and study in than the
old brieﬁng rooms. We are currently working on our
opCons for relocaCng back to Hangar 3 in the likely
event that we cannot aﬀord the capital expenditure
to purchase them, nor to conCnue leasing at the
current prices. If we can generate other income
streams from our faciliCes it might be possible to
keep them, although creaCng new faciliCes of a
similar standard within Hangar 3 makes more
ﬁnancial sense. We are looking at ways to generate
revenue from Hangar 3 as the lease with AT AviaCon
is no longer acCve. Hopefully we will be in a posiCon
to share the plans once we have had Cme to analyse
the opCons. A*er a long and frustraCng search for a

Jay the eco-warrior

New fuel bowser

stainless steel, was thoroughly serviced throughout its
life in the RAF and came with a new ﬁlter, ﬁre
exCnguisher and a metered pump! The plan is to use
this for ethanol-free unleaded Mogas, with UL91
available from drums. To make life easier, will have
also purchased storage bunkers for the barrels, and an
electric metered pump with a 4m hose (we are
looking for a 4m extension). We hope to aNract more
visitors with our selecCon of diﬀerent fuels.
The survey work for the re-siCng of a ‘fuel farm’ has
been completed, and we hope to submit a planning
applicaCon in the near future. Once this is in place, we
can move forward with the site development when
we are conﬁdent that the ﬁgures stack up. We have a
new garage for the fuel bowser coming in the next
couple of weeks, and the changes to the electrical
services as part of the installaCon will include having
an electric metered pump for the UL91. Despite the
eye-watering price of UL91 in parCcular, we have
conCnued to hold our prices down and remain the
cheapest source of fuel in Cornwall.
Jay and Pete conCnue to spread the news of our
growing ‘eco-credenCals’ far and wide. Apparently our
‘culCvated signal square’ has three species of rare
plants that don’t exist anywhere else on site! Jay gave
a Zoom talk to a group called Moors Meadows in May;
to see it online, click on
h/ps://vimeo.com/714137036
The potenCal purchase of a new RV12 remains on the
cards, although there are three other would-be
purchasers in the background. Hopefully our bid will

be successful. Our RV12 is ﬂying well at the moment,
and we will hopefully install a diﬀerent electronic
igniCon system when she is oﬀ-line for the next 100
hour check. There may be addiConal work required
over the winter. Arfur Bryant has ﬂown over 34 hours in
the RV this month alone, and I have asked him to take
the lead role in our RV12 maintenance group as he is in
the best posiCon to monitor its use and plan the
downCme for regular servicing. We are all keeping our
ﬁngers crossed for the successful purchase of the new
RV.

RV12 going well

Testing the waters
on late flying
Wednesday evening late opening hasn’t proved
successful at all, although the weather gods haven’t
been smiling on Wednesdays for some reason. We will
persevere for another month, and if no-one aNends
we’ll probably return to normal opening hours. As I said
last month, anyone can ﬂy out of hours, as long as their
aircra* can go back into the hangar or be le* outside.
For the sake of ‘due diligence’ we ask all members
wishing to ﬂy outside normal hours to sign a disclaimer,
accepCng the fact that there may be no-one around to
assist in the event of an ‘incident’. Out of hours, there’s
no-one on the radio and we recommend blind calls on
Safetycom frequency rather than our own.
Our ﬁrst late ﬂying Wednesday, in May, aNracted a few
members, with two Piper Cubs doing touch and goes
and another aircra* landing late. There was a small but
appreciaCve audience for CFI Bruce AbboN’s talk on
CAA regulaCon as it applies to your licence – useful stuﬀ
for students to know, and absolutely vital for old stagers
who did their Air Law exams decades ago and forgot
most of it soon a*erwards.
Bruce’s talk reinforced his opening comment that the
rules could almost have been designed to confuse. Not
only are they complex, labyrinthine, opaque,

convoluted and abstruse but they can be mutually
contradictory, especially when – as is o*en the case –
the informaCon is spread through several diverse
secCons of the vast compendium of aviaCon laws,
and the seeker a*er truth must collect, evaluate and
compare someCmes irreconcilable sCpulaCons. Woe
beCde the pilot who transgresses, because his or her
insurance may be invalid as a result. You can’t tell
what the law says by knowing your aircra*, because
aircra* that are idenCcal in every way may be legal
or illegal to ﬂy, depending on their documentaCon.
Not only is ignorance of the law no excuse, but
ignorance of the interpretaCon placed upon an
unclear law by an oﬃcial or legal body convened
a*er the fact to judge your case doesn’t get you oﬀ
the hook. And just to make it more fun, the rules
keep changing. We once operated to CAA rules,
before the JAA – the Joint AviaCon AuthoriCes – took
over and wrote their own. This morphed into EASA,
which in its approach to rule-making put the
Sorcerer’s ApprenCce to shame. Now we come once
again under the purview of the CAA, and Cnkering is
their chief delight.
Bruce concentrated on the rules as they apply to the
PPL, the NPPL and the LAPL, what medical
requirements you need, when you need diﬀerences
training or raCngs for various acCviCes, what the
revalidaCon or renewal requirements are, and where
the more obvious bear traps lie. The recent change
to allow microlights of up to 600 kg is one such; the
heavier ones used to be ‘Part 21’ aircra*, ﬂown
legally on a PPL, but now you need a microlight
licence, unless the aircra*’s documentaCon is old
and has grandfather rights. Remember, your
insurance can hinge on it.
You’d have to read the whole of the ANO secCon on
air law to begin to get a grasp of this, but Bruce has
recently spent more than 100 man-hours researching
the issues and can tell you exactly how many angels
can dance on the head of any pin you care to
nominate. So if it’s unclear (!) have a word with the
CFI… he’s done the spadework so you don’t have to.
One old stager in the audience was a reCred airline
pilot Garnet Hunt, who 52 years ago had given Bruce
AbboN his ﬁrst-ever ﬂight in an SEP, a Victor Air
Tourer, at long-closed Lympne airﬁeld in Kent. Bruce,
brought up in Kenya, had spent hundreds of hours on
the ﬂight decks of East Africa Airways aeroplanes –
the Argonaut, Vanguard, Viscount, Britannia, Comet
4, VC10 and Boeing 720 – and had ﬂown gliders T2
gliders. He’d met Garnet at Manchester University
where he was studying aeronauCcal engineering, but
failed to get into the University Air Squadron –
eyesight – while Garnet had learned to ﬂy there, and
was able to introduce Bruce to the black art in 1970.
It was quite some reunion.

Two ladies’ planes, with two of our own

Girls’ big
day out
By Pete White
A$er the usual hours of planning an event, and once
the risk assessment (RA) has been lodged with the
appropriate people, it is ?me to sit and wait un?l a
li@le nearer the day of the ﬂy-in before the weather
gurus are consulted.
Wai?ng in trepida?on for a favourable result, and
knowing that all that can be done has been done, has
never got any easier in the 30-plus years that I
have been responsible for organising events
for one organisa?on or another. Then the day
arrives, and a$er a short early morning local
ﬂight in the Aeronca, I am ready to tackle
what’s ahead, and to welcome our wonderful
band of volunteers.
Our dependable team, happy to give up their
valuable ?me to help, are a mixed bunch of
regulars with some keen new recruits willing
to join in and bond. A HUGE thanks to all
helpers for the part they played in making
another event at Bodmin Airﬁeld a roaring
success.
Yes, our 2022 Ladies Day Fly-in a@racted 20
visi?ng aircra$ from the following airﬁelds:
Garston Farm (Bath), Henstridge, Dunkeswell,
Headcorn, Compton Abbas, Truro, Roche,
Lower Upham, Bolt Head, Exeter, Pound

Green and Tracy Island (Chard) – and seven of the
machines were ﬂown in by lady pilots.
That is way above the na?onal average of 5% of lady
pilots ﬂying at any club, so our 35% a@endance was
certainly a success.
Do@y and the crew from Diner 31 worked ﬂat out to
provide refreshments for our visi?ng crews, club
members and curious local visitors who all appeared
very content and sa?sﬁed with their day out at
Bodmin Airﬁeld. This gives the hard-working
volunteers much joy and encouragement, and I’m
sure helps their decision to enlist again for our next
event. Added encouragement comes when we
receive notes from our visitors expressing their
feelings a$er visi?ng our li@le Cornish airﬁeld. I
proudly list such notes below, which convince me
that we must be on the right track!

Pete welcomes Victoria in the Stearman

Lady marshallers, too

“Hi Pete,
Just to say thank you to you and the amazing Bodmin
team for such a wonderful warm welcome and
hospitality today – Janice, Roger and I had fantas?c
day in the C150 and Chipmunk. It was Janice's ﬁrst
?me to you and she is looking forward to coming
back (as am I!)
I must say your eco creden?als are fantas?c - I can
really see you have a great deal of wild diversity at
the airﬁeld, unfortunately though through the
amount of insects stuck to Alpha Charlie's front! It
makes a nice change to scrape them oﬀ the airframe,
and great to see all the hard work you do at Bodmin.
Thank you again so much and I look forward to seeing
you again soon!
PS: the Cornish chips were epic,
Best wishes,
Amy
G-JHAC”

“Hi Pete,
Thank you for a wonderfully warm welcome
yesterday - it was a real pleasure to ﬂy in somewhere
and be received with such open arms. Please pass on
our thanks to your great team of marshals, fuelling
chaps and cafe staﬀ. Between you all, you managed
to make it a very happy, convivial and relaxed event
and it was a real joy to be part of that.
I hope we can make it back down to you at some
point and if you’re able to pass on to any of the lady
pilots there that they’ll always be welcome at our
hangar at Compton if they’re ever there, that would
be great too. Look forward to seeing you again.’
Victoria – Stearman
“Pete:
Thanks for forwarding the photos, nice to have a
record of the day. We enjoyed ourselves and met
some lovely folk, yourself included of course.
Everyone was so helpful, especially when we were
fregng about the gear. We will come and see you
again!”
Liz Hollands

Interes?ng to note that in India, just over 20% of all
commercial airline pilots are women. The global
ﬁgure is around 3%. The UK ﬁgure of 5% for all
pilots, commercial or otherwise, is broadly similar
to what it was one hundred years ago. In terms of
represen?ng all of society we have a long way to go.
The visi?ng aircra$ were as individual as their crews
and provided a varied spectacle of types from the
early 1940s to the modern era. What be@er way to
view them than to click on the link below for a
superb photographic record from our resident ar?st
and photographer David Young.
h@ps://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/190239926@N08/
albums/72177720298734187

Flying the Stearman
Two stories here – one from a lady whose husband bought her a ﬂight in the Stearman as a surprise
(perhaps ‘shock’ would be a more appropriate word) and the second from the pilot, Andy Davenport. Andy
is an experienced aviator with more than 10,000 hours, and as well as ﬂying the Stearman he was, among
his other jobs, display pilot for the famous Douglas C47A Skytrain 43-15211, which saw acOon on D-Day and
later in Italy, the South of France, at Arnhem, the BaSle of the Bulge and in the Berlin AirliT. If it can happen
to him, how much more easily could it happen to you? And would you have the skill to handle it?
By Jo Smedley
Before I tell you about my ﬂying experience with the
Stearman, I‘ll give you the background on how we
came to this point. It was my fault my husband Peter
took up radio-controlled ﬂying. I bought him a small
electric park ﬂyer one Christmas. He had always been
interested in aircraD as his father was a navigator in
Coastal Command based at St Eval during WWII. This
led him to ﬁnding a small RC club near St Austell where
he learnt to ﬂy properly using IC aircraD and the
correct radio system.
I was always interested in engines and vehicles, a
passion my father had. He was a speedway rider and
grass track racer in Wiltshire – I remember the race
meeLngs, the noise and smells as a young girl. Through
ﬂying we came into contact with Howard Fawkes and
Pete White at Bodmin Airﬁeld. As my husband’s hobby
grew and he improved, I went with him to various
public shows all around the west of England. My
favourite scale model aircraD are biplanes and those of
the WW1 era. Peter runs the RC Club website, and has

regular updates from Pete White about upcoming
events. Peter knew I loved biplanes, so with great
secrecy booked me a 30-minute ﬂight in the Stearman.
On the morning of May 14, Peter told me we’d be
going out for a couple of hours. There was something
on but wouldn’t tell me what it was. We arrived at
Bodmin Airﬁeld (as I suspected) and he said: “Well,
dear, you know I’ve always wanted to see a radial
engine up close. I thought this might be a lovely
opportunity.” I was sLll none the wiser at this point!
He went oﬀ to buy us both a cup of tea – and as I know
now, paying for the ﬂight. We sat on the bench, taking
in the sight of the gorgeous Stearman and enjoying the
warm sunshine. The plane took oﬀ but Peter was
insistent that we should stay to see it land. I STILL had
no clue as to what would happen.
Peter went oﬀ to see Pete White for a few minutes,
probably just to catch up and have a chat. I didn’t know
they were hatching a plan. Peter retuned holding a
thick jumper, complaining that he was a bit cold. The
Stearman taxied to a stop and the pilots got out. Pete

White asked and Peter and I if we’d
like to come and see the Stearman
Andy helps Jo strap in
up close. Peter went oﬀ talking to
the pilot about engines and
trimming. I was leD talking to Pete.
Suddenly the pilot asked me if I’d
like to sit in her, as I not had much
experience with full size planes.
Would I! As I sat in the front seat
the pilot explained some details
then suddenly said: “ Well, would
you like to go and have a ﬂight in it
then? “
I felt quite overwhelmed to sit in
the seat of a biplane that had
trained so many American pilots of
World War Two. The pilot, Andy
Davenport, made me feel very at
ease and comfortable as he
explained the safety harnesses and
strapped me in safely. At this point
I sLll wasn’t sure what was
Asked to go to the right, so gentle on the sLck, keep
happening and was having a problem taking it all in.
her straight, then to the leD. Flying up the Camel
The engine started, and that wonderful radial burst
estuary with the cycle trail way below. So many Lmes
into life. Taxiing to the runway I sLll could not quite
I have cycled that route – now I have a very diﬀerent
take it in. Throble up! Oh, the smell of a warm engine
perspecLve of it. SLll concentraLng, we passed over
Wadebridge heading for Bodmin, leD of the wind
turbines posiLoning for the runway. And Andy took
control preparing for landing I ﬁnally sat back and
marvelled at the amazing 30 minutes I had just
experienced.
Another par+cipant was Philip Helier, from
Gunnislake, who has a lifelong passion for the
Stearman and whose dream we helped to realise.
Other voices:
“Thank you, Pete... Jus+n thoroughly enjoyed the
experience and it makes me very happy to see him
smile like he did on Saturday.” Jo Foster
“Many thanks for organising a fantas+c experience
Taxiing out
with an iconic aircraG. The pilot was very friendly,
experienced and helpful and allowed me to get handsonce we were in the air. An excellent opportunity for
exhaust reminded me of childhood. Then down the
anybody having a passion for classic aircraG.” Darren
runway – and up we went!
and Linda Flint
Andy sebled the plane in the cruise and asked if I
would like to take control. How could I miss this
opportunity? “Yes please!” It was a magical moment.
We headed towards Polzeath, with me concentraLng
on keeping the horizon picture in the windscreen, front
and level. A bit of turbulence added to the fun. The
plane had climbed a lible and Andy said he felt the
turbulence and the cold, so he would just take control
and made a slight decent. Then back to me – I hadn’t
noLced the cold, such was my concentraLon. A
beauLful plane, so responsive to my touch.
Blessed with beauLful weather, we had the Cornish
countryside underneath, stunning coastline ahead.

Satisfied customer Philip Helier

Gone with
the wind
By Andy Davenport
“A superior pilot uses his superior
judgment to avoid situa5ons which
require the use of his superior skill.”
Colonel Frank Borman.
“Bodmin Radio G-BA deparLng runway
31.”
“Wind 160 at 5kts,” came the response.
I smoothly opened the throble and the
Andy oﬀ on another sortie
Stearman accelerated as per normal on the
uphill secLon of the runway.
A quick look down, checking RPM, T’s &
P’s, airspeed building nicely.
to rise. Well, it’s the ﬁrst ﬂight of the day, with a full
Now my focus is outside, trying to keep the aircraD
tank of fuel and two on board and a bit of a tailwind, I
straight using my peripheral vision.
guess that it’s going to need more Lme and eﬀort.
Seems more challenging since my last visit to Bodmin as
A few more seconds elapse and I am conLnuing to
the runway margins do not seem so disLnct. Easing
apply more forward pressure to raise the tail.
forward on the sLck to raise the tail, which is reluctant
Eventually the tail starts to come up, the grass is

Andy with happy co-pilot Alex Hunter

racing by, and I ease back on the sLck to get the
aircraD to liD oﬀ.
We stagger into the air in rather an alarming nose up
aitude, which I immediately try to counter by easing
forward on the sLck. The aircraD feels massively out
of trim in pitch. I reach down with my leD hand to
check the posiLon of the trim lever. Had it been
knocked since I last checked it? No, it’s where it
should be.
I manage to get the nose down to a level aitude, but
the performance to climb away, just isn’t there. Is
there an engine problem?
I close the throble and put the aircraD back down on
the runway, bringing it to a halt with around 50
metres of runway remaining.
The whole unpleasant episode lasted just a maber of
seconds. I had never experienced anything like it in
thousands of hours of ﬂying over four decades.
“G-BA are you ok?” came the call over the radio.
“Yes, I think that I have an engine problem,” was the
gist of my response as we taxied clear of the runway.
Looking back inside the cockpit, all engine parameters
were normal, and it seemed to be running okay, so we
taxied back to park outside the tower. Shutdown and
climb out.
So, what on earth had caused our problem?
I then get feedback from all who were watching that
the rather limp windsock had, during our ground roll,
suddenly shot up parallel to the ground, giving a

sustained tailwind substanLally
greater than the 5kt I had planned
on.
Now, I know that you Bodmin
veterans will shake your heads
sagely and say that this a common
phenomenon at the airﬁeld.
However, being a relaLve Bodmin
rookie, it did not occur to me that
it might happen.
Time now to make a criLcal
appraisal of my judgement and
decisions.
•Why did I decide to make a
take oﬀ from 31 when the
wind was favouring 13?
The simple reason was that with
the wind condiLons being so
benign, the escape opLons in the
event of an engine failure on 31
were far more numerous than
those of 13.
Due diligence dictated that I
performed a zero wind take oﬀ
calculaLon for the runway prior to
operaLng out of Bodmin using the
table below.
My calculaLons using factors for
elevaLon, temperature, dry grass,
uphill slope mulLplied by 1.33 resulted in a fully
factored take of roll of 392 metres in zero wind, and
472 metres with a 5kt tailwind. Given that I had 610
metres available, I was comfortable with my decision
at the Lme.
•Why did I not reject the take-oﬀ (RTO) when I
felt that the tailwheel was reluctant to leave the
ground?
There were a few factors here. Looking back, I was
thinking that as we were somewhere near the MTOW
of the aeroplane, the 5kt tailwind
was having a predictable
adverse eﬀect on the elevator.
I had in the past made a
number of light tailwind take
oﬀs with no problem.
Finally, having carried out a few
hundred RTOs in the simulator, I
had only ever had one RTO for
real. That was over 30 years ago
in a Seneca, when the main
door popped open.
All the above convinced me of a
successful outcome at the Lme.

The takeaways from this experience are as follows:
1.I should have anOcipated a change in the
strength of the wind.
2.I should have rejected the take oﬀ before
ge_ng airborne.
Colonel Borman would surely have raised his
eyebrows!
It’s not easy to admit to sub-opLmal performance.
However, if my rather uncomfortable experience
prevents at least one other pilot ﬁnding themselves in
a similar posiLon, then it’s a small price to pay.

St Dennis Primary Academy children, with helpers, in the rain

Welcome, pilots of the future!
By Pat Malone
We’re all fairly passionate about avia4on, but nothing
quite matches the wide-eyed enthusiasm of small
children being introduced to aeroplanes for the ﬁrst
4me. On a disappoin4ngly wet Monday in May we
welcomed 22 ﬁve-year-olds from the St Dennis
Primary Academy, with their teachers and helpers, for
their ﬁrst look at ﬂying machines – and the rain did
nothing to dampen their curiosity. The children were
learning about aeroplanes as part of their studies of all
forms of transport, so it was special thrill for them to
be able to see Gilpins’ swing shovel in ac4on, busily
demolishing Hangar 3. But the day belonged to the
magic of ﬂying things, although there wasn’t much
avia4on being done, given the weather – IC was doing
circuits, but otherwise the skies were empty.
The school bus turned up soon aPer 10am and the
children were welcomed into the clubhouse by trip
organiser Pete White, who gave a brief safety talk and
counted oﬀ the children into groups of ﬁve or six, each
accompanied by a grown-up from the school.
Pete’s FOG helpers had been distributed around the
hangars, and the children visited each sta4on in turn,
being liPed into aircraP and having the basics of
aircraP control explained to them. They took turns to
sit in Richard Saw’s Auster, and were able to sit four at
a 4me in Simon Burke’s C172. Some children leapt into
the front seat, declared themselves to be the captain,
and began throwing switches, pushing buXons and
waggling the yoke… others were more reserved and
thoughZul, and almost all were too small to climb into

the aircraP without assistance.
From there they moved on to Rich Allarton’s Mainair
Pegasus ﬂexwing, which seemed to fascinate them
more than anything. The groups moved on to Hangar
4, where they were given a child’s introduc4on to how
aircraP are made by John Colgate, then to the Tower
to see ATC in ac4on. And ﬁnally, down in the
Clubhouse, Pete White told them something of the
history of ﬂying in Cornwall and invited ques4ons.
“When do we have our sandwiches?” they asked.
The children were a delight to meet, and Rich Allarton
summed up everyone’s opinion when he wrote to
Pete White: “I feel strongly enough to contact you and
make comment on the exemplary behaviour of the
students (which I’m sure you also experienced) and
the extremely professional way in which the school
staﬀ shepherded their wards. I felt the visit did the
school real credit in exampling excep4onal standards
of ethos and culture evident within the pupils and
staﬀ. Undoubtedly you will be in contact with the
school regarding the visit and please feel free to quote
if you feel the need to comment on other’s
impressions as well as your own. Naturally, I’m sure
such events do no harm to our standing in the
community, so my thanks to you for your work in
ensuring our good name is upheld.”
And so say all of us.
Many thanks to Rich Allarton, John and Anthea
Colgate, MaX Gunner, Richard Saw, Lucy Reeves, Bruce
AbboX, Jay Gates, and of course our indefa4gable
events organiser, Pete White.

A new PPL and three first solos
By Jay Gates
It hasn’t been a bad month, both with the weather
and the events and ac6vi6es that have taken place
across the airﬁeld. Our instructors have done a
magniﬁcent job of rebuilding the training programme
post-Covid, and May brought exci6ng milestones,
including another student passing his Skills Test and
being granted a Private Pilot Licence. Congratula6ons
to Carl Payne, who was examined by Terry Earl while
ﬂying his own aircraK, on achieving this goal. We also
had a number of ﬁrst solo ﬂights, including one by 18year-old member MaO Getson. MaO is so keen on
avia6on that he starts his ﬁrst real avia6on job at
Newquay Airport at the end of May. Also achieving
his ﬁrst solo was Seb Johnson-Davies, who is normally
to be found under the ground rather than over it – he

Arfur sends Matt solo

is a tunnelling engineer by trade. Both MaO and Seb
ﬂew their ﬁrst solos under the watchful eye of
instructor Arfur Bryant. The most unusual ﬁrst solo
was in fact a repeat. Alan Stoneham was a Senior
Captain and Boeing 737 Training Captain with Bri6sh
Airways at Gatwick. He re6red some years ago and
simply stopped ﬂying. However, a recent visit to
Bodmin as Chairman of the Porsche Owners Car Club
rekindled his interest and he decided to renew his
licence. It required some refresher training, which
culminated in his ﬁrst solo. So probably more than 50
years aKer his ﬁrst solo ﬂight, Alan completed it once
more in May – again with Arfur watching.
On the weather front, we followed April with having
lower than average rainfall up to May 29th. Cardinham

Terry congratulates new PPL Carl Payne

recorded only 88% of average rainfall, despite at least
0.1mm of rainfall being recorded on 22 of the 29 days
thus far. It really is a confused picture across the
county as Culdrose has recorded 94%, yet Camborne,
located just over the hill to the north, had only 70% of
average rainfall. And St. Marys in the Scillies only
recorded 64% of average rainfall in May.
The lower rainfall ﬁgure is reﬂected in the level of our
biggest source of drinking water, with Colliford Lake
now being at 69.7% capacity, and the largest Devon
reservoir, Roadford, being at 89.6% capacity. Rainfall
across the country is showing a deﬁnite east-west
split and a north-south split. The weOest recording
sta6on in the UK for May has been South Uist, stuck
out there in the Hebrides, with 203% of average, yet
Leuchars, just outside Dundee on the east coast,

Seb Johnson-Davies also goes it alone

Luscombes from Bolt Head

recorded only 67%. The driest recording sta6on was
Weybourne, in Norfolk, with just 44% of average. Are
we in for a dry summer, or will the gods send us the
balance in the summer months to come?
The second benign spring month of the year again
resulted in a decent ﬂying month, with only two full
days lost to ﬂying. As of May 29th we have recorded
673 movements, which is a good average. Pre-Covid,
May appears to have been sunnier and warmer, as
May 2018 had 994 movements, 2019 had 966, the
Covid year of 2020 saw 282 and we had 518 in 2021.
Four days in May saw more than 50 movements,
most linked to events; we had 68 movements on

Martin Woods, painting by numbers

Ladies Day, 67 on Day 2 of the Stearman experience
ﬂights, 51 movements on a random sunny Thursday
and the highest total in the month, 76, on the day of
the TopNav compe66on.
As with last month, the ﬁgure would have been
higher had it not been for the lack of availability of
training aircraK. Good ﬂying has meant that club
aircraK have been higng their 50 hour service limit
quite quickly – that is, within a month of the previous
service, and G-BNSM was in for its Annual, which
always takes a number of days. The long-standing
problem of the ADF on G-EGLA may have been sorted
out with a change in antenna. AKer the
Bournemouth-based avionics engineer carried out
some work on it, the report was that it was ac6ng
quite normally and was fully serviceable.
Fuel dispensing ﬁgures also show that we have had a
steady month, in which we dispensed 6,335 litres up
to May 29th, including a strong ﬁgure of 1070 litres of
UL91. As I warned last month, we are star6ng to see a
rapid upward trajectory of fuel prices as a result of
Pu6n’s brutal invasion of Ukraine. As expected the
cost of UL91 has shot up way above the £2 a litre
mark, and avgas may head that way too. Fuel sales
comparisons with previous May months reﬂects the
impact of Covid, with the May 2018 ﬁgure being
8,305 litres, 2019 being 6,735 litres, 2020 with just
2,445 litres, and 2021 recording 4,595 litres. Despite
the fuel price challenges we are s6ll cheaper than
most airﬁelds around the country, let
alone Cornwall, and certainly
cheaper than any airﬁeld of
compara6ve size and with
compara6ve ﬂying ac6vity.
The con6nued increase in
movements brings in more visitors
from afar. This month we have
welcomed aircraK from as far away
as Duxford in Cambridgeshire,
Headcorn in Kent, Bidford in
Warwickshire and Goodwood in
West Sussex. As always, it is great to
welcome visitors from small airﬁelds,
and we have welcomed visitors from
Lower Upham in Wiltshire, CroK
Farm in Worcestershire, Graveley in
Cambridgeshire and Rendcombe in
Gloucestershire. Some have come
from airﬁeld that we have not
recorded before – in May, Rayne Hall
Farm in Essex, North Moreton in
Oxfordshire, Top Farm in
Staﬀordshire and Pound Farm in
Worcestershire. With tongue ﬁrmly
in cheek, one assumes that Pound
Green airﬁeld is a liOle more

expensive and possibly classier than Halfpenny Green
airport, just over the border in Staﬀordshire!
We also saw a great variety of both aircraK and
helicopters to Bodmin. Our ﬁxed wing stars of the
month were a gaggle of three Luscombes, travelling
together from Bolt Head, and heading home aKer
their stop at Bodmin. We had Andy Davenport and his
magniﬁcent Boeing Stearman, while the Ladies Day
Fly-In brought in another fabulous Stearman, and a de
Havilland Chipmunk, both ﬂown by lady pilots. We
saw a number of helicopter callers too, the majority
calling for fuel, such as the as lovely liOle Schweizer
300, in on a cross country training ﬂight from
Dunkeswell. We also had a turbine-engined Hughes
500, but the undoubted star was a magniﬁcent Bell
429, belonging to the Home Bargains store group,
bringing execu6ves from their base in Liverpool to
view a development project at their store in Bodmin.
The dry but cool days have con6nued to bring on the

Home Bargains’ Bell 429

spring wildﬂowers across the airﬁeld, and there is
now a good show of campion, foxglove, milkmaids,
birds-foot trefoil and hawkbit all around the airﬁeld.
With the ﬂowers come the bees, and we were
honoured to have a visit from Paddy Saunders, who is
undoubtedly the most knowledgeable bee ecologist in
Devon and Cornwall – that’s his picture with me in
Darren’s ar6cle. He had a good tour around the
airﬁeld, and is so taken with what we have that he
thinks we may be the home to some of the rarer bee
species. I got to see my ﬁrst-ever furrow bee when I
walked around with him – a bee that is smaller than
your liOle ﬁngernail, but incredibly important. Paddy
has asked to make a few return visits to undertake a
bee survey around the airﬁeld.
Our airﬁeld is receiving so much aOen6on from
nature lovers, I was invited by Dr. Grace TwistonDavies, a senior ecologist from Exeter University, to
give a talk to the Moor Meadows Group. This group is

Schweizer 300 from Dunkeswell

trying to convert land across Devon and Cornwall into
tradi6onal wildﬂower meadows, of which Bodmin
Airﬁeld is possibly the largest in the south-west. The
hour long illustrated talk was a great success, and we
are arranging future tours to the airﬁeld to allow their
members to see our magniﬁcent meadowland.
As reported last month, the ﬁrst swallow arrived back
at the airﬁeld at the end of April. By the start of May,
more than a dozen had completed their long
migra6on back from South Africa, and nes6ng ac6vity
in the hangars is now well under way. A pair of
magpies has also adopted the airﬁeld and are to be
seen every day around the clubhouse, so their nest is
probably in one of the trees on our eastern boundary.
Our resident buzzards, who have been with us for
many years, are regularly taking up posi6on atop the
windsocks, looking for rabbit meals to take back to
their nest. One cannot help but stop and listen to the
melodious cacophony made by our thriving colony of
skylarks.
Around the airﬁeld, Richard Saw con6nues with his
groundsman role and has made a number of cuts to

Turbine-engined Hughes 500

Lucy Reeves did our IFs on Ladies Day

the taxiways and runways, especially from the air.
Given the strong spring ﬂower growth, please do not
taxi across the oulield, but s6ck to the taxiway
system when vaca6ng any runway unless you have no
other op6on.
I’ve previously men6oned the dona6on of saplings
from Bodmin Town Council for plan6ng around the
airﬁeld as part of the Queens Green Canopy Jubilee
celebra6on. We are now down to the last two dozen,
which are being planted by Caroline Jennings along
the hedge line parallel to the lane leading from the
A30. Mar6n Woods has taken on the job of repain6ng
the runway markings, and has started with the
numbers of Runway 03. In the clubhouse, Roger Davis
has inserted a new window into the new rear porch
extension and has roofed over the lean-to that will
house the new central hea6ng boiler. Richard Bracey

And another lady in a Chippy

has completed the pipework and has hung the new
radiators that will give a full central hea6ng system
throughout the clubhouse this winter. As Howard
Fawkes has wriOen, demoli6on of the damaged
sec6on of Hangar 3 has been completed, and we look
forward to the rebuild in the coming months. Howard
has also been busy with a surveyor who is doing a
topographical survey at the proposed site for new
fuel bay and apron.
Pete White’s events programme really got under way
in May, and as men6oned elsewhere in this
newsleOer, all have been an unqualiﬁed success. For
the Ladies Day Fly-In, we made sure to have a lady
Duty Manager in the Tower, Vicky Williams being in
charge, and we had a lady pilot conduc6ng the
Introductory Flight programme, with Lucy Reeves
ﬂying G-EGLA. We also had our second school visit of
the post-Covid era. The TopNav compe66on was the

Lady pilot in a Stearman

ﬁrst since Covid; the winning crew, should it be one
of the teams who ﬂew from Bodmin, will be invited
to London to receive their award.
As you will hopefully be aware, I’ve been banging on
every month for the last 26 months about ensuring
everyone’s safety by taking sensible precau6ons to
minimise the spread of Covid. In that regard, we have
been supremely successful at the airﬁeld, with no
contagion traceable to us, and for that I thank you all.
We have lost not one single member to the
pandemic, although several have suﬀered. The
suppression of the illness means that we can ﬁnally
say goodbye the ‘track and trace’ requirements on
arrival at the clubhouse, nor is there a need to wear a
facemask unless you s6ll want to. And we’re no
longer asking you to remain outside if you’re not
ordering food. Hopefully, life will return to normal
from now on – but that said, the message remains
the same. Be careful, and stay safe.

Refuelling and fuel safety refresher
By Jay Gates

If it is a minor spillage, the fuel bay contains a yellow
240 litre capacity wheelie bin. This is a Spill Kit, and is
helpfully marked as such. It contains equipment and
material to soak up a minor fuel spill, and to dam fuel
that is in danger of ﬂowing away into the surrounding
ground. If you have a spill, use the contents of the
Spill Kit to move the majority of the fuel.
If the fuel spill is becoming major, perhaps due to a

Aircra) refuelling takes place all day, every day,
whenever ﬂying opera;ons are under way at Bodmin
Airﬁeld. Club members and ﬂying school students
regularly conduct refuelling opera;ons before and
a)er their ﬂights. The act of refuelling is almost
second nature, rather like the skills they use while
ﬂying.
Just as every pilot has to undergo
refresher training, so it is with refuelling
– we all need to be regularly reminded
how to do it properly, with maximum
safety at the forefront of our minds. So
here’s a wriGen reminder of what you
should be looking for under normal
circumstances, and what you should do
if it all goes wrong.
One thing about refresher training in any
sphere is that a lot of it is simply telling
you what you already know – sta;ng the
bleedin’ obvious, or teaching your
grandmother to suck eggs. However,
there is always something that you may
have forgoGen, or that you may be
hearing for the ﬁrst ;me, so please give
Fuel bay – at far left, emergency power cut-oﬀ box
me your aGen;on for a minute, and let’s
make a dangerous business as safe as it
can be.
And it is a dangerous business. Whether it be Avgas
burst pipe or hose ﬁZng, then you should shut down
100LL or UL91, avia;on fuel is a ﬂammable liquid,
the fuel pump to starve the leak. To do so, you must
classed as dangerous goods. That means that
ac;vate the Emergency Shut-Oﬀ buGon. This is a large
interna;onal avia;on and na;onal ﬁre regula;ons
red, Emergency Stop type buGon located on the right
apply to storing it, dispensing it, and dealing with it
hand side of the grey fuel system electricity
when things head south. In every aspect of storage
distribu;on box, which is mounted on the wall some
and dispensing, safety is paramount.
10 feet to the le) of the fuel bay as you look at it. The
In a previous ar;cle I wrote about fuel signage
box is well marked with a red ‘Emergency Stop’ sign.
conven;ons, and the reason why we have a
Simply hit the buGon to cut the power to the pumps.
big,orange sign on the fuel bay door sta;ng ‘3YE’ and
Always inform the Duty Manager, as soon as you are
‘1203’. It is a legal requirement, and the sign iden;ﬁes
able and it is safe to do so, of the spillage, and
the dangerous goods contained therein. In this case,
whether you have used items from the Spill Kit or
1203 indicates any form of gasoline or petrol, and 3YE
have ac;vated the Shut-Oﬀ buGon. The Duty
is an indicator to the emergency services that foam is
Manager will replenish the contents of the Spill Kit,
to be used to ﬁght any ﬁre, breathing apparatus
and has the key to reset the power supply.
should be worn when ﬁreﬁgh;ng, and an evacua;on
Obviously ﬁre is the most dangerous problem you
from the area should be considered.
might face. If the ﬁre is minor, there are four ﬁre
In any fuel situa;on, knowledge of emergency
ex;nguishers in the fuel bay. Two are CO2 ﬁre
procedures is paramount. Once you are past the sign
ex;nguishers – one at the back le) of the fuel bay
and inside the fuel bay to begin refuelling, pause to
adjacent to the cupboard and wri;ng shelf, the other
consider what you will do if a minor incident
just inside the fuel bay door, to the right as you look
occurred. This could be a spillage, or a small ﬁre.
at it. There are also two foam ﬁre ex;nguishers, both

located just inside the fuel bay door, to the right as
you look at it.
The use of the CO2 ex;nguishers is best
contemplated if the ﬁre is oﬀ the ground – in your
aircra) engine bay, or from your fuel-ﬁlling port, or
within the fuel pump unit. The use of the foam
ex;nguishers is best contemplated if the ﬁre is on the

Three extinguishers at left

ground in a small pool of fuel.
There are also three red sand buckets located at the
centre back of the fuel bay. These can be used to
throw over small ground ﬁres, or to damp down areas
on the ground where the ﬁre has already been
ex;nguished.
As spillages, you should try to cut oﬀ power to
the fuel pumps by hiZng the Emergency ShutOﬀ buGon on the outside distribu;on box. The
Duty Manager also has a remote power switch
to the fuel pumps, and can shut oﬀ the power
supply from the Tower.
In the case of a major ﬁre, or a small ﬁre that
is growing, where ﬁre ex;nguishers will not be
suﬃcient to ex;nguish it, then evacuate
yourself to a safe distance. Under no
circumstances should you try to ﬁght a major
ﬁre. We do not have trained ﬁreﬁghters, nor
the major equipment required to do so. To try
and ﬁght a ﬁre for which you have not been
trained is life threatening. Do not be brave –
your job is to save life, not to risk it.
Again, when you are able and if it is safe to do
so, contact the Duty Manager to inform him of the
ﬁre. He will call the Emergency Services, and we can
leave the job to them. Our nearest ﬁre sta;on is in
Bodmin town, and Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service
have already drawn up con;ngency plans for any call
for help from Bodmin Airﬁeld.

In normal circumstances, always follow the simple
steps to refuelling, and take your ;me when
conduc;ng a refuelling opera;on. So remember the
following safety advice
a. Always chock you aircra) before you begin
refuelling.
b. Always earth your aircra) using the earth lead
provided in the fuel bay, located on a reel
on the far le), next to the fuel pump, and
just inside the fuel bay door as you look at
it.
c. Make sure the fuel hose is laid out
correctly, and does not act as a poten;al
trip hazard around your aircra).
d. Ensure the fuel dispensing nozzle is
ﬁGed safely within the refuelling port on
your aircra) before pulling the trigger.
e. Once complete, wait a few seconds for
any last drips to fall before you remove
the nozzle from the aircra).
f. Replace the nozzle securely on the
pump unit to stop the pump running.
g. Ensure the fuel hose is returned neatly
into the fuel bay.
h. Rewind the earth cable onto the reel.
i. Unchock your aircra), and place the
chocks up against the wall to the le) of the fuel
bay, before you move oﬀ.
If you follow all these simple steps, you’ll go a long
way towards ensuring our safety, and your own. Have

What’s in the yellow box?

a look in the Spill Kit box next ;me you’re at the fuel
bay, and familiarise yourself with the contents. The
;me to work out how you would respond to an
emergency is now, not when the ﬂames are rising
around you. You’re safer if you know what equipment
is available to you, and the emergency procedures.
Stay Safe.

Some of our BodminTopNav crews

Plotting to win
By Pete White
The weather was glorious for our TOPNAV
compe::on at Bodmin Airﬁeld on Saturday May 28th,
and the crews arrived with their broad grins hiding
their obvious trepida:on about the day’s mission.
Although the remainder of the UK had had a poor
response to entries for this year’s event, Bodmin
Airﬁeld mustered seven crews, each consis:ng of one
pilot and one navigator. The man in charge of
proceedings was John Cairns FRIN, the representa:ve
of the Royal Ins:tute of Naviga:on, and he had set
out the following plan of ac:on for the day:
Timeline
1000 Onwards – Arrivals
1000-1100 – Registra:on
1115 – 1200 - Brieﬁng/planning
1200 – 1300 Lunch
1300 First TAXI
1445 (Approx) First recovery
1515 (Approx) First departure (RTB)
Tradi:onally the route has been designed to take 90
minutes. For this year in order to use less fuel the
:me en route will be approx 1 hour.
Marking/Scoring
• Within 0.5 nm of track/WP = best score
• Devia:ons explained in the log = No penalty
• Log on Log sheet?– hand in on landing

• Log on chart? Photograph and hand in
• Airspace bust = disqualiﬁed
• Photographs of Waypoints required
• Planning is assessed from your log
• Points awarded for ATA plus/minus 60 secs
Reminder
Compe:tors are reminded that the direct overﬂight of
minor airﬁelds, helicopter landing sites, microlight
airﬁelds and gliding sites should be avoided where
possible. Where this is not possible, adequate ver:cal
separa:on should be maintained.
Post landing
• Hand in Tracker and log (15 Minutes)
• Debrief the RIN/GANG members
• Drink Coﬀee – swap yarns
• Return to base
• Await results

John Cairns runs the briefing

• Organise a compe::on
• Join the RIN
• Prepare for TopNav 2023
We had our brieﬁng in the ‘new’ large Portakabin
which has proved perfect for purpose and an ideal
addi:on to our club building set. John Cairns
delivered the brieﬁng, and all compe:tors were
handed their routes and accompanying notes before
creeping oﬀ to a quiet corner to prepare for the
sor:e. Planning completed, aircrai prepared and the
only thing lei to do was to enjoy a Diner 31 lunch
lovingly prepared by our Doky – note, look at the
W&B ﬁgures again!
Eventually all seven crews had lei the Bodmin turf in
a ‘planned’ staggered departure to wend their way
around the routes, a longer one for the faster
machines while the older, slower types (the aircrai,
that is) had a slightly shorter route.
The route was via ﬁve or six ‘targets’ which had to be

No complaints about the vis

TOPNAV is a challenge but an extremely enjoyable
one that hones easily-forgoken skills and gives a real
purpose to your ﬂight. This year it was par:cularly
pleasing to see new faces and of the new ones we had
two very recently qualiﬁed pilots and two that are
students under training.
2022 TOPNAV crews
Pete White/John Colgate G-IVOR – Aeronca Chief
Terry Earl/Lauren Williams G-EGLA – Cessna 172
Richard Saw/David Young G-AIGD – Auster Autocrat
Richard Bracey/ Veronika Svejs:lova G-EGLA C172
Nick/Loqe Chikenden G-AEFT – Aeronca C3
Tom H Jones/Mak Getson G-BVVM – Zenair 601
Dave Karniewicz/Tony Merrik G-CLYN – Zenair 750

Nick and Lottie with the C3

photographed and the course between each one was
to be at a set height and speed to be able to meet the
:me targets at the predicted point. All of this was
wriken down in a plog being kept by the navigator,
whose workload was quite high at :mes. Any
devia:on from the route had to be noted at the :me,
because all entrants were wearing a tracker, and this
would be checked against the entrants’ workings at a
later date.
Having been lucky enough to have entered TOPNAV
for several years, the Aeronca Chief G-IVOR, guided
its occupants around the course with grace despite
constant interference from its pilot, Pete White, and
navigator John Colgate.

The RIN organisers are now doing the necessary
calcula:ons to produce the winners, who will be
presented with their trophies by an eminent person at
a ceremony in London. The West Country has had
many winners in the past... watch this space.

Come on, you’re not here to enjoy yourselves…

The Tigers
are coming!
By Pete White

Tiger Moth Training was created in January 2013
with the objecMve of providing a high quality, safe
and aﬀordable training programme for those pilots
and prospecMve pilots who wish to ﬂy these iconic
aircraF. The school also provides ﬂights for those
who wish to have a go at ﬂying one of these
wonderful pieces of aviaMon history – a ﬂight that
can make the ideal present for a special occasion.
Covid 19 had an immediate and severe impact on the
school. The Tigers were mothballed to save on
insurance costs, and eventually, when the rules were
relaxed, they again opened for business but with
only one operaMonal Tiger. As and when life gets
back to normal they will be providing formaMon
experience ﬂights with up to three Tigers.
During the Covid ﬂying lull, work progressed on
another restoraMon project. Richard Santus had
asked TMT to fully restore his Miles Magister in
February 2019. This work has been completed,

Tiger Moth Training (TMT) are bringing their Tigers
back to Bodmin Airﬁeld on Sunday June 12th. Now’s
your chance to get your hands on one of Britain’s most
historic and well-loved aircraF.
The de Havilland DH.82 Tiger Moth is a 1930s
BriMsh biplane designed by Geoﬀrey de Havilland and
built by the de Havilland AircraF Company. It was used
by the Royal Air Force and many other operators as a
primary training aircraF. In the Second World War RAF
Tiger Moths operated in other capaciMes,
including mariMme surveillance and
defensive anM-invasion preparaMons; some
aircraF were even ouXiYed to funcMon as
armed light bombers.
The Tiger Moth remained in service with the
RAF unMl it was replaced by the de Havilland
Chipmunk during the early 1950s, with many
military surplus Tigers passing into civilian
hands. Many naMons used the Tiger Moth in
both military and civilian roles, and it
remains in widespread use as a recreaMonal
aircraF. It is sMll occasionally used for
primary training, parMcularly for pilots
intending to ﬂy tailwheel aircraF. The de
Havilland Moth Club, founded in 1975, is an
owners' associaMon which oﬀers mutual club
and technical support.
Many Tiger Moths are now employed by
Which way’s Bodmin?
companies oﬀering ﬂight experience. One
such training company is Tiger Moth Training
(TMT) based at Henstridge Airﬁeld in Dorset.
allowing Richard to take the aircraF back to join his
It was formed by Kevin Crumplin, who is well-known
two TMT restored Tiger Moths in Prague.
for his aYenMon to detail when renovaMng or
At Bodmin Airﬁeld we are very fortunate to enjoy a
rebuilding aircraF. Kevin wished to keep his collecMon
very good working relaMonship with TMT and we
of Tiger Moths – both complete and being restored –
have been lucky to have taken many people ﬂying
at Henstridge. He realised the only way to achieve this
from Bodmin when the Tiger Moths visit our liYle
objecMve was to get them to meet their own
Cornish airﬁeld.
insurance, hangarage and maintenance costs by
OpportuniMes to ﬂy in the iconic Tiger Moth are few
secng up a professional training school...TMT.
and far between, and especially in an example which
He was joined as CFI by Clive Davidson, one of the
has been restored to such a high standard of
most highly respected and experienced Tiger Moth
originality. So think hard about the chance that is
instructors and display pilots, and by Annabelle
available at Bodmin Airﬁeld on June 12thand contact
Burroughs, an instructor, display pilot and owner of a
me – pete@aeronca.co.uk 07805 805679
Bucker Jungmann.

2022 events
June 11 (Saturday) Grasshopper Gathering.
An L-birds event – Military Wings & Wheels

We will also be oﬀering vintage flights around
Cornwall by the Tiger Moths of TMT at various
weekends – dates to be confirmed.

AEROCLUB: By the end of the year we hope to be in
a position to resume our Wednesday evening
AEROCLUB talks after a two-year hiatus.
June 19 (Sunday)
Fly UK. Round-Britain
microlight adventure coms to Bodmin
July 23 & 24
Vintage Aircraft Club Fly-in
and ‘Meet the LAA’ day. Music and poetry on
Saturday evening.

September 14 Peter Channon The Battle
of Britain, 82 years on.
October 12

Polly Vacher Life after Flying…

November 9

Martin Ferid Flying adventures –
touring is fun!

December 7

Marc Wolff Flying for the movies

FEET OFF the GROUND (FOG):
July 16 (Saturday)
We see a welcome return of Bader Braves
(Douglas Bader Foundation) and we are looking for
volunteer pilots and ground crew.

July 31 (Sunday)
Lundy Sunday. 22 years on
from the first Lundy Fly-in. PPR essential, see Pete
White.
August 13 (Saturday) Cornish Pasty fly-in and
Kernow Kapers Fun Day. We hope to welcome
visitors from far and wide for some proper Cornish
hospitality
August 14 (Sunday) Cornwall Sports Car Club
Join us for lunch, fun and flights
September 10 (Saturday) Cornwall Strut flyin. The perfect end-of-season event for all of us.

